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Burst My Bubble!: Breaking through the confines of capitalism at Millsaps 

According to Karl Marx in his Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, 

alienation is the individual‟s sense of separation and estrangement from useful work, other 

people, and self that most often occurs in a capitalist society.  Alienation occurs when the 

producer is disconnected from those things that he or she produces.  Marx observed, "The object 

which labor produces, its product, confronts it as something alien, as a power which exists 

independently of the producer"(1844:67). Durkheim noted that this alienated labor creates a 

society that is increasingly alienated, individualized (which he termed, „egoistic‟) and divided. 

Both Durkheim and Marx determined that this sort of society would result in extreme self-blame, 

violence and prejudice (1897 & 1844).  Pierre Bourdieu later developed the internalization of 

this alienation into his ideas of habitus in which those ideologies of the structure are internalized 

into individualized selves and in turn creates “symbolic violence” that perpetuates racism and 

gender dominance (1977:124).   

While gathering waste quantities in the cafeteria and from interviews with housekeeping 

and maintenance, I was struck by how these theories applied.  Let me describe scenes on 

Millsaps campus that describe this process of alienation from the process and product that Marx 

described:   

Students who are unaware of the source and/or preparation of their food walk into the 

cafeteria, hand their card to someone else to swipe, move through lines in which pre-prepared 



food is ordered from across a plexiglass counter and sit to eat in a physically separated eating 

space from the space of production.  Their food waste is then placed onto a conveyor that 

disappears to an unknown space that they neither know nor care about. 

A similar process occurs with waste. Students own products whose process of production 

they are disconnected from, consume the products, and then dispose of their waste in spaces 

from which they feel completely alienated.  From interviews with housekeeping I found that 

some students tear up paper and throw it on the floor of classrooms “because they don‟t 

understand that someone has to pick it up,” Mr. William says.  Most of the trash is taken out 

early in the mornings before students occupy public spaces, and therefore the process of waste 

removal and those who remove it become invisible to the producer of that waste.  

How does this highly individualized process affect not only our place within society, but 

also those around us such as those who are associated with this waste? In our gathering of food 

waste in the cafeteria we moved this process so that waste collection was unavoidable. I was 

surprised that some students refused to dump or even have their waste removed in front of them. 

Other students reacted to the waste as “disgusting.”  My partner, Bolton, said once, “I know that 

person. He‟s my fraternity brother. And he acted like he didn‟t even see me.” This data reveals 

several key ideas about waste. It reveals that waste and those who work with it are 

compartmentalized into a nonexistent or invisible category.  

Robin Nagel noticed similar attitudes on the streets of New York in regards to waste and 

those who worked with it. “The most important uniformed force on the streets of New York is 

sanitation,” Nagle says, noting her interest in consumption habits and the people who handle the 

resulting trash. “But when you look at literature on urban studies, urban anthropology, planning 



and things like that, there's nothing about sanitation workers as a workforce, as a community, as 

a group of people with a civic identity.”  

 How does this affect people? Some workers like Mr. William and Clarence utilize their 

agency against the structural invisibility that the system enforces.  Mr. William says, “I have a 

system that works. I don‟t let the system work me.” Mr. William is one of the first to get here in 

the morning. He talks to students that become regulars in Sullivan Harrell Hall, saying, “Good 

morning again, My Friend!” He compliments my friends‟ wardrobe choices and pats me on the 

back to keep going when I get tired. He is a vital part of students‟ lives who make their home in 

Sullivan Harrell Hall. Clarence, on the other hand, recognized a need on campus and reached out 

because of his pride in what he does. From Bolton‟s participant observation I also noticed that 

Clarence also has made himself a vital part of the entire system, reporting parking violations and 

talking with administration about issues.  But others like Ms. Eilene feel alienated from their 

workspace. She does not talk to or engage with students often like Mr. William or Clarence.  I 

always see her while she cleans my hall and ask her how her day is going. She replies, “Just 

waiting to get out of here!”  Although I continue to tell her that she can ride in the elevator with 

me, she insisted that she would wait for the elevator, maintaining the division between the two 

separate specializations.  

 From these interactions I have realized that there are two ways to approach a system: to 

follow it‟s structures of invisibility and get lost within it, or to fight against it by infusing 

yourself into it, beyond the restricted, specialized areas that capitalism attempts to enforce upon 

laborers.  Can students do the same thing? Can we move beyond the confines of our structures? 

The “Millsaps Bubble” is well-known around campus. Everyone gets sick of it, starts to loathe it, 

and thus loathe our own lives.  This alienation reinforces that of the capitalist system of which 



we are a part. Students are consumers who are alienated from those things that we consume.  

How does this affect students? We internalize our alienation by creating this invisible “bubble” 

that is a symbol of our alienation and our marginalization from the society of which we are a 

part. How do we combat this system? I think we can take a tip from Mr. William and not let the 

system “work [us].” By reaching beyond specialization, being aware of the interdependence of 

the systems of which we are a part, and becoming more integrated members of our society, we 

can burst the bubble that capitalism has imposed upon us as budding capitalist over-consumers.  


